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Report on “Women’s Day celebrations” organized by Internal Complaints Committee 

of MITS on 8th March , 2020 . 

Internal Complaint Committee of MITS celebrated International Women’s Day on 8 March 

2020. The programme started at 10.00 a.m. in the Seminar Hall-A with invocation by the 

students of MBA. Sai Rohini started the event by introducing the theme “#Each for Equal” 



for International Women’s Day 2020. She also reminisced about the historical significance of 

the celebration of International Women’s Day and its cultural, economic and social 

importance in today’s world. The programme continued with the speeches of girls who 

shared their views on different issues - the role of women in the present society, pathetic 

treatment to women, woman as a symbol of Goddess verses woman as a victim etc. 

 Dr Anbumanigaru, Professor in the Department of English & Foreign Languages, in 

her speech explained the significance of girl in everyone’s life. She stressed on the important 

role that a girl plays for someone as a daughter, sister, friend, life partner and mother. She 

also shared her views on the continuous work that only women do for 24*7 in a family. 

Despite being equally educated and being a working woman she does all household chores 

while men enjoy their holidays on Sundays and other leisure time. Finally, she did not forget 

to remind students how it is bliss to be born as a girl.  

Dr. Geetha Devi, the Chairperson of MITS-ICC, greeted the women staff and girl 

students with a warm gesture. She told about the MITS-ICC and how it addresses various 

issues of women. Talking about the inferior representation and portrayal of women in cinema 

she addressed the need of treating women equal to men. She believed that woman is the mere 

existence of nature and she is called “Mother Earth”. “Woman has the ability to absorb 

everything negative and to offer only the best to the people,” She said.  

Later Zubia, one of the students, took over the stage and shared her view on how the 

contemporary movies powerfully show the struggle of women in Indian society such as 

Chappaak and Guilty. Chappaak is a movie that opens up Malathi’s story who is an acid 

attack survivor whereas the movie Guilty is about the #METOO movement. She also shared 

that it is important to let the society know about the feelings, struggles, pain and success of 

women. Talking about her personal feelings she said, “The movie Thappad made me rethink 

about the unaccepted but normalised situations happening around and against women, 

treating women merely as a housewife although she sacrifices everything for her family and 

husband.” The movie was about the life of Amrita who gave up her passion of Classical 

dancing and gives her total self to the family. But, she was slapped by her husband on one 

day which made her to rethink about her life, the sacrifices she has done and her husband was 

not even sorry for slapping her. The movie demands the equal and mutual respect that has to 

be given to both men and women from each other. Both has to be treated equally which 

resembled the theme of the programme this year #Each for Equal. 



Prizes were disturbed to the winners and runners-up for the games - Tug of War, 

Kabaddi, Throw ball and Shuttle badminton - conducted on 7.3.2020 with the help of PD Dr. 

Rajesh Williams. The games were conducted in order to make students realise the 

significance of being physically strong and importance of learning different skills such as 

patience, planning, leadership and team-work. It was later continued by the dance and the 

singing performances by students. The event was concluded with the vote of thanks proposed 

by B.Tech Student P.Sravani. 
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